|^_i| r^"| related by ---= --1. It is easily seen using [18] In fact if T^j/Kk denotes the relative trace from Kj to Kk, then as in a theorem ofYokoi [21] Thm 1, At this point we should also note that the submodule of ^ fixed Z, J?i, E, J?2, (-R2,^;l), and(fi2,^;AQforz=0,l,...,p-l, (3) (J?2, -Ri; A 1 ), and (^2, Z C ^i; 1 C A 1 ) for z = 0,1,... ,p -2, and (7?2, ^ C £?; 1 C A') for i = 1,... ,p -2.
And for each of these modules we give explicit interpretations, following [16] pg 407-8 and [5] pg 175-6. In each case, a acts via multiplication by a;, and ^pi (x) denotes the j^-th cyclotomic polynomial. . In Theorem 1, we determine which of these indecomposables appears in the Zp[G}' decomposition of ^. Notice that the precise decomposition depends only on CQ) fi &i? &2 and n.
The main result.
THEOREM 1. -Using the notation introduced above :
for j =0,l,...,r, and
Remark. -Byott has studied Ok [^-isomorphisms among fractional ideals in [4] . Note that one can use this theorem to determine the existence of Zp[G] -isomorphisms between any two given fractional ideals in totally ramified cyclic extensions of degree p 2 . Remark : There are certain conditions under which the statement of the theorem becomes more manageable. Of course there are other conditions under which the statement is quite unmanageable. In what follows we discuss three different situations :
r n 1 1) If \2,oW ^ ^o + -2 then the expression in Theorem 1 becomes quite simple :r==5=0,&=0 and hi = 0 for all i. Note that this condition occurs when the ramification numbers are relatively small, which is quite unexpected. Generally it is not when the ramification numbers are small but when they are large that things are well behaved, see Wyman's discussion of stable ramification [20] , and also [6] . 2) If b\ is too small with respect to p, the expression becomes somewhat sporadic. For instance, when b\ = 1, n = 1 mod p 2 and p > 3, then 62 = 1 + p(up -v) for some integer u,
Notice that in this case, / copies of (R^, E\ X' 1 ) appear for different values of i depending on v. 3) If, on the other hand, b\ is large enough with respect to p, the expression behaves smoothly as we vary b^. The invariants, r, 5, 5z, do not take on wildly different values. In fact it is easily seen that if we choose &i large enough, r, s and Si all take on roughly the same value. One can also see that in this case, all the Qz for i > s and all the di for i > r have approximately the same value, \b\/p\ w \b\/p\.
Proof of Theorem 1. -The theorem is proven in four steps. But first, we observe that there is one particular pair of ramification numbers which warrants special consideration. This pair occurs when p divides the first ramification number, 61. It is well-known, [20] , that p | &i implies KQ From now on, we shall exclude this special case from our consideration, and assume that 61 and, hence, b^ is relatively prime to p.
M
Step 1. In this step we construct a special basis for ^[ p over Or which is amenable to the investigation of its Galois module structure. Our first lemma is well known, we state and prove it for the sake of completeness. Note. -In a paper of MacKenzie and Whaples [II] , it was shown that cyclic extensions of degree p with (&i,j?) = 1 are generated by a root, A, of an Artin-Schreier equation, x p -x-\=0, with vo(X) = -&i. Clearly, 1:1 (A) = -&i. Therefore, A~1 can be used as a canonical replacement for the element 7r^1 in the statement of this lemma.
Proof. -Let yo = 1, yi = 71-1, y^ = 71-1(7(71-1), ..., yn = ' 71-1(7(71-1) • • • "^TTi), as in Sen [17] . Clearly, v\(yi) = %, and p | ^ implies yi € KTo. The {2/% }^~1 form a basis for Di over OT' Now, The condition,
LEMMA 3. -For any integer m,
Proof. -Clear. D
We now know that the first two summands in the statement of Lemma 2 correspond to Z's and jE^s. As one might expect, knowing [16] Thm 1, the final summand should somehow correspond to a collection of -Ri's.
Proof. -Clearly, these are Zp-torsion free modules which are annihilated by ^p(cr). What remains to be shown is that they are closed under the group action : given a basis element a, that (a -l)a is expressible as a linear combination of basis elements. Clearly, the only difficulty lies in showing this for a == (a -l)^" 2^^1^^1 . But by a lemma of Hasse [9] pg. 76, ^(cr) = E 1 (4i)(<^ -I) 
Proof. -Clearly q^ ^ ^ as Zp[G]-modules if and only if Ai o{s) -
Step 2. In this step we provide elements of y^2'^") which generate <p^,i(n)y^ p ^^ Q^/pQ^Q^ p^ ^ ^ ^ valuations of a basis for <pR1 over OT. For m = ^ -6,,.., ["^l -l, -, r n -pbi 1 r n 1
^i((a -1)^) = (z + l)6i +pm where i = 0,... ,p -1.
Next, we graph this basis in Figure I , plotting the valuation of each member of the basis against the parameter m. This diagram will prove insightful, turning some of the arguments that follow into easy exercises. Note that each horizontal row, determined by a fixed value of m, represents an OT[G}-module, which is either a copy of Or ^Zp [G] E (for each row above the dotted line) or a copy of Or ^Zp [G] (Z e RI^ (for each row below the dotted line). By placing a vertical line at the point where the valuation is A2,i(n), we are able to visually discern which elements of our Or-basis Our next lemma determines the pm's for m = npl -,..., eo 4-
Proof. -This is an easy exercise using (12) . D
In our next lemma we show that for each row below the dotted line, pm lies strictly to the right of 0m' where ^Ki/Ko is defined in [18] pg 73. Using [18] and the fact that &i <, -, it is easily shown that ^^/^ [-^) = P [-^--&i) + &i.
And so clearly, 62 > (^--P^/^o (-?]-) +^1) = (P 2 -P+ 1)^1. Now, it is an easy exercise to check that this inequality implies the desired inequality.
In -*-/^ for some ^, 1 < ^m < ^m; or if A2,i(n) > i ((cr -l)^" 2 /^), then p^ = 0. In order to determine which of these is the case, we group the m's together according to the value of tm' These groupings will be useful in verifying subsequent lemmas. For j = 0,..., r -1 when 
Proof. -This is an easy exercise using (11) and (13) . D
r^i
Step 3. In this step we construct generators of ^/^P} p ' over Zp [G] . These generators are constructed to be compatible with the generators of <p^iW/^p{ ?1 o^r Fp [G] given by the {p^, \ m € MJ = I,.../} in the previous step. In the next two lemmas, we construct an explicit basis for y^ over OT in an analogous fashion to the construction in Lemma 2. We now change the basis of Lemma 10, making it more suitable for our needs. Using the fact that every element of (10), (11) and (12) 
